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BY JOHN BAIRD 

I HAVE been a systems programmer now for 10
years. During that time I have supported

MVS and some of the other major subsystems that come with
it. Last year, I ventured into uncharted water to explore the
combination of Unix, Java and IBM’s WebSphere Application
Server (WAS) running on OS/390. The environment in our
shop consists of OS/390 R2.9 with CICS Transaction Server
1.3 and DB2 Version 6. The first version of WebSphere I
installed was 1.2 and later we moved to 3.02. Currently, our
site is testing 3.5. IBM announced 4.0 in March. This release
is the J2EE-compliant (Java 2 Enterprise Edition) WebSphere
runtime for z/OS and OS/390. It combines the functions of 3.0
Standard Edition and Enterprise Edition into one product. The
version I will refer to in this article is WAS 3.2. I will present
the steps to install Java, configure WebSphere, and demon-
strate how to connect WebSphere to CICS and DB2.

INSTALLING JAVA ON OS/390

Version 1.1.8 of Java must be running under WebSphere 3.2.
This is the base support for applications at the Java 1 API level.
WebSphere and Java code are stored in separate HFS files that
must be mounted under Unix System Services (USS). The Java
HFS provides all of the JDK software and must be mounted with
the mount point of ‘/usr/lpp/java’. The JDK can be downloaded
free of charge from IBM at www.s390.ibm.com/java. The down-
load is a compressed file and the transfer must be in binary. The
first step is to create a ‘/usr/lpp/java’ directory and copy the file
here. When the file is uncompressed a ‘J1.1’sub-directory will be
created under the ‘/usr/lpp/java’directory with all of the software.

VERIFYING THAT JAVA IS INSTALLED

There are two areas in which you can use Java. The first is
from OMVS where you can compile and test Java programs.

In fact, IBM delivers an examples directory located in
‘/usr/lpp/java/J1.1’. The first test that you can perform to verify
that Java is installed is the version test. From an OMVS
prompt, type in “java -fullversion” and press the Enter key.
You should receive the following response:

java full version “JDK 1.1.8 IBM Build m118-20001122 R06
BFP (JIT enabled: jitc V3.0-20001122)”

Next, you can try one of the Java examples delivered with the
installation package. From the OMVS prompt change to direc-
tory ‘/usr/lpp/java/J1.1/examples/java_memory’ and copy the
file “java_memory.java” to a directory that is included in the
CLASSPATH defined in the ‘/etc/profile’. This can be done by
typing “cp java_memory.java /dirname/java_memory.java”.
Once you copy the file, you need to change to that directory
and enter the Java command to compile “java_memory.java”. To
perform the compile, type in “javac java_memory.java”. If the
compile works successfully, it will create a “java_memory.class”
file. To execute the class file, enter “java java_memory”. Do
not include the “.class” extension when executing the file.
The command should display the free memory and the current
memory totals for Java.

ENABLING WEBSPHERE
WITHIN THE HTTP SERVER

WebSphere runs as a component of the HTTP Server and
is not a separate address space. IBM delivers the HTTP
Server as job name IMWEBSRV in the proclib library. I will
refer to this job as the Webserver. By adding a few lines to a
file in the ‘/etc’ directory the WAS is initialized right after the
HTTP Server is started. Figure 1 shows an example of the
lines added to the httpd.conf file to initialize WebSphere.

Before restarting the Webserver with the changes in Figure 1,
make sure that the program control bits for the JDK Dynamic
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Link Library (DLL) files are turned on.
Change to the ‘/usr/lpp/java/J1.1/lib/mvs/
native_threads’ directory. The command to
add the program control bits is “extattr +p”.
To verify that this command was successful,
enter “ls -E” from within this directory. This
command will list all of the files within the
directory and show whether or not the “p”
flag is set. Notice that the second column of
the list for each file should have “-ps-”
displayed. One important note to remember
is that whenever a new JDK is installed or
maintenance is applied to an existing JDK,
the program control bits are lost. Therefore,
you need to reissue the extattr command
each time you install a new JDK or apply
maintenance to an existing JDK.

UNDERSTANDING THE
“HTTPD.CONF” FILE STATEMENTS

The first entry is the ServerInit state-
ment, which executes the DLL program
“was350plugin.so”. The ‘/usr/lpp/WebSphere’
directory at the end of this line is the WAS’
root address. The second statement executes
the same Webserver program with the
“service_exit” routine. The first path indicates
one of the web applications that WebSphere
will execute. This same path will be coded
in the was.conf file when deploying a new
web application. The default configuration
file (was.conf), when delivered, already
contains the deployed webapp entry for the
‘/webapp/examples’.

The third service statement will represent
your own site-specific application. This line
will also match an entry in the was.conf
file for the deployedwebapp and webapp
entries. The fourth statement allows
WebSphere to execute Java Server Pages
(JSP) files. If your application contains any
JSP files, and this entry is not coded in the
httpd.conf file, the browser will attempt to
download this file to your machine.

The ServerTerm statement is required and
executes the term_exit routine, indicating to
the HTTP Server that this is the end of the
WebSphere configuration.

To verify that the HTTP Server initialized
WebSphere, you can view the job log and see

the message “IBM WebSphere Application
Server native plugin initialization went ok :-)”.
If the initialization is successful, you should be
able to start a browser from your local work-
station and enter the URL http://ipaddress/
webapp/examples/index.html. Figure 2
shows an example of the index.html when
entered from the browser.

CONFIGURING WAS

Located in the ‘/usr/lpp/WebSphere/
AppServer/properties’ directory is a file
named was.conf. This is the configuration file
that WAS will read when initializing begins. I
am not going to mention all of the properties,
but there are a few that are very critical. The
first one is the “appserver.loglevel”. There
are three levels of logging: ‘INFO’,
‘WARNING’ and ‘ERROR’. In the testing
stage, I would recommend setting the logging
level to ‘INFO’. Once the Webserver is in a
production environment, set the logging
level to ‘ERROR’ for better performance.
Additional debugging messages can be sent
to the Webserver’s job log by starting the
address space with the -vv (very verbose)
parm located on the job card.

The second property is the
“appserver.logdirectory” and you can set
this to one of the following paths that will
store all of the logs that the WAS will produce:
the ‘agent-log’, ‘httpd-errors’, ‘httpd-log’,
‘native.log’, ‘ncf.log’ and the ‘referer-log’. I
would recommend creating a unique HFS
file to store these logs because they can
grow very large. The most important log is
the ‘ncf.log’. This log is more detailed than
the information that is written to the
Webserver job log. Any Print Line state-
ments that a Java developer adds for
debugging purposes will show up in this
log. When debugging WAS, other useful
messages are written to the ‘ncf.log’ like
“noClassDefinitionFound” errors. This
error usually means that the Java servlet is
in a path that has not been defined in the
‘CLASSPATH’ definition coded in the
‘was.conf’ file. I have also seen this error
when the permissions for the servlet are
not defined. The other property in the
‘was.conf’ that you need to pay close
attention to is the “deployedwebapp.<app-
name>.classpath” statement. Every path
that contains either an applet or a servlet
must be coded in this classpath all the way
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ServerInit /usr/lpp/WebSphere/AppServer/bin/was302plugin.so:init_exit usr/lpp/WebSphere
Service /webapp/examples/*  /usr/lpp/WebSphere/AppServer/bin/was302plugin.so:service_exit
Service /webapp/application/* usr/lpp/WebSphere/AppServer/bin/was302plugin.so:service_exit
Service /*.jsp              /usr/lpp/WebSphere/AppServer/bin/was302plugin.so:service_exit
ServerTerm /usr/lpp/WebSphere/AppServer/bin/was302plugin.so:term_exit

FIGURE 1: INITIALIZING WEBSPHERE WITHIN THE HTTP SERVER

FIGURE 2: RESULTS OF THE INDEX.HTML FILE ENTERED FROM THE BROWSER
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down to the subdirectory. For example, if
a servlet is in a ‘/u/company’ directory,
and another servlet is in the ‘/u/compa-
ny/accounting’ directory, both of these
paths must be coded on the “CLASS-
PATH” statement separated by a colon.
Just because the ‘/u/company’ directory is
coded does not mean the WAS will look in
the subdirectories below this path. One
note of caution: There are some PTFs that
will overlay the ‘was.conf’ file when
applied. Once you have this file config-
ured correctly for your environment, I
strongly suggest you make a copy of it.

CONNECTING
WEBSPHERE TO CICS

IBM currently provides the CICS
Transaction Gateway (CTG), which is soft-
ware that acts as a connection link between
the WAS and CICS. IBM supports the
CTG software for use with CICS/ESA
V4.1 (if using a distributed CTG) and
CICS TS 1.3 with any CTG platform. The
CTG is a great migration tool for running
your existing CICS code from the
Webserver. The only information that the
Java developer needs is the name of the
CICS program to execute and the length of
the COMMAREA.

You can download the CTG software free
from IBM’s web page at www.ibm.com/
software/ts/cics. When the software is
installed it is stored in the /usr/lpp/ctg
directory under USS. You are now ready to
configure the CTG to communicate with
your CICS region and WebSphere.

OVERVIEW OF THE CTG

Before CICS and the CTG will communi-
cate with each other, a few steps need to be
performed to the CICS region. IBM released
a Redbook in March that explains OS/390 as
well as other platforms. The Redbook can be
obtained from www.ibm.redbooks.com. The
publication number is SG24-6133-00.
Figure 3 shows a diagram of how
WebSphere communicates with the JVM
and CICS from the browser.

CONFIGURING THE CICS
TRANSACTION SERVER

In this section, I will explain the steps
necessary to configure the CICS server to
recognize the CTG software.

1. Define a connection and a session
definition in CICS for the EXCI link.
There is already a sample DFH$EXCI
group in the CSD that contains a
connection for EXCG (generic
connection) and a EXCS
(specific connection).

2. Install the DFHJAVA group in
the CSD.

3. Define the Inter-region
Communications (IRC) to activate
automatically when CICS is
started or issue the CEMT S IRC
OPEN command.

4. Add the CEE.SCEECICS dataset
library as a steplib to your CICS
procedure. In addition, you need to
define the CEE.SCEERUN and the

CEE.SCEECICS datasets in this order
to the DFHRPL concatenation in the
CICS procedure.

CONFIGURING THE CTG

1. Edit the ‘/etc/profile’ and add
“ctgclient.jar” and “ctgserver.jar”
to the existing CLASSPATH
definition. These files are in the
‘/usr/lpp/ctg/classes’ library.

2. Edit the ‘/etc/httpd.envvars’ file and
add a LIBPATH definition pointing to
the ‘/usr/lpp/ctg/bin’ directory.

3. Create a CTG.INI file in the
‘/usr/lpp/ctg/bin’ directory. There is
already a CTGSAMP.INI file
residing in this directory so just
copy this file.
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extattr +p /usr/lpp/java/J1.1/bin/*
extattr +p /usr/lpp/java/J1.1/bin/mvs/native_threads/*
extattr +p /usr/lpp/java/J1.1/lib/mvs/native_threads/*

FIGURE 4: JAVA FILES USED BY THE CTG 

//JGATEWAY  PROC                                                    
//JGATEWAY  EXEC  PGM=BPXBATCH,                                     
//       PARM=’SH cd /usr/lpp/ctg/bin;ctgstart -noinput ‘, 
//       REGION=0M                                                  
//STDIN DD PATH=’/dev/null’,                                    
//       PATHOPTS=(ORDONLY)                                         
//STDOUT DD PATH=’/usr/lpp/ctg/jgateo.log’,                   
//       PATHOPTS=(OWRONLY,OCREAT,OAPPEND),PATHMODE=SIRWXU          
//STDERR DD PATH=’/usr/lpp/ctg/jgatee.log’,                   
//       PATHOPTS=(OWRONLY,OCREAT,OAPPEND),PATHMODE=SIRWXU          
//STDENV DD PATH=’/usr/lpp/ctg/bin/CTG.INI’

FIGURE 5: SAMPLE JCL FOR EXECUTING THE CTGSTART SCRIPT FROM BATCH 

FIGURE 3: DIAGRAM OF WEBSPHERE INTERFACING WITH CICS USING EXCI
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4.Browse the file and locate the line that
contains the “protocol@tcp.parameters”
statement. Port number 2006 is used.
Verify that this port is not already
allocated to another process. Use the
NETSTAT command to list all of the
current connections within TCP/IP
displaying the address and the socket
in use.

5. Configure the ctgstart file within the
‘/usr/lpp/ctg/bin’ directory. This file
has two variables that must be set.
The EXCI_OPTIONS variable will
be defined with the current CICS
SDFHEXCI library and the HLQ
variable will be defined with the CICS
library’s High Level Qualifier.

6. Activate the following program control bit
for files in the ‘/usr/lpp/ctg/bin’ directory:
extattr +p /usr/lpp/ctg/bin/lib*.so
extattr +p /usr/lpp/ctg/bin/SECURES

7. In addition to the CTG load modules,
it is also necessary to set the program
control bit for the Java files that are
called on by the CTG. Enter the
commands shown in Figure 4. Figure
5 shows the sample JCL to start the
CTG as a started task.

SAMPLE EXCI PROGRAM

In this next section I have included a test
program that will confirm the Web server is
calling CTG and communicating with
CICS. Figure 6 illustrates a sample COBOL
program you can use to compile to a CICS
load library.

HTML AND JAVA CODE SETUP

Copy the testeci.html file and the
TestECI.java program from the
‘/usr/lpp/ctg/samples/java/com/ibm/ctg/te
st’ directory to a library that is included in
the Webserver’s CLASSPATH definition.
Compile the TestECI.java program with
the javac command. The javac command
will create the TestECI.class file. In order
for the Webserver to recognize the newly
created class file, you must restart the
Webserver. You can change the
testeci.html file anytime, and changing
this file does not require restarting the
Webserver.

Edit the testeci.html file and edit the
parameters shown in Figure 7.

CONNECTING
WEBSPHERE TO DB2

WebSphere can communicate with DB2
by using the Java Database Connectivity
(JDBC) drivers. A JDBC driver is software
that performs the actual data interface
commands. When using JDBC, the Java
application logic is independent from the
database implementation. If you change the
database and/or platform the database is
running on, the only thing that you must

change in the Java code is how the specific
Java database drivers and the URL for the
database are imported.

INSTALLING THE JDBC DRIVER

You can install the JDBC driver using a
PTF downloaded from IBM. The PTF
number for DB2 version 5 is UQ41618. If
you are running version 6 of DB2 the PTF
number is UQ41672. Once the PTF is
installed for your version of DB2, the
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CBL XOPTS(CICS,COBOL3,SP)                          
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.                             
PROGRAM-ID. DPL25.                                   
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.                                
DATA DIVISION.                                       
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.                             

LINKAGE SECTION.                                     
01  DFHCOMMAREA.                                     

05 COMMAREA       PIC X(25).                     

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING DFHEIBLK DFHCOMMAREA.       
DO-IT-ALL.                                           
IF EIBCALEN EQUAL 0 THEN                         
EXEC CICS ABEND ABCODE(‘NCOM’) END-EXEC.         

MOVE ALL ‘1234567890’ TO COMMAREA.               
EXEC CICS RETURN END-EXEC.                       

FIGURE 6: SAMPLE COBOL PROGRAM FOR TESTING
THE CONNECTION FROM WEBSPHERE TO CICS

<param name=jgate value=ipaddress or hostname>             
<param name=jgateport value=2006>               
<param name=server value=cics applid>              
<param name=prog0 value=DPL25>                  
<param name=commarea value=”Hello Message”> 
<param name=commarealength value=13>            
<param name=userid value=CICS userid>               
<param name=password value=CICS password>

FIGURE 7: TESTECI.HTML FILE CHANGES 

LIBPATH=.:/lib:/usr/lib                                            
PATH=$PATH:/usr/sbin                                               
JAVA_HOME=/usr/lpp/java/J1.1                                       
PATH=.:/bin:/etc:/usr/lpp/internet/sbin                            
PATH=$PATH:/usr/lpp/java/J1.1/bin:/usr/lpp/internet/bin            
LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:/usr/lpp/java/J1.1/lib/mvs/native_threads         
LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:/usr/lpp/internet/bin                             
CLASSPATH=$CLASSPATH:/usr/lpp/java/J1.1/lib/classes.zip            
NLSPATH=$NLSPATH:/usr/lpp/internet/C/%N                            
STEPLIB=$STEPLIB:DSN610.SDSNEXIT:DSN610.SDSNLOAD                   
LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:/usr/lpp/db2/db2610/lib                           
CLASSPATH=$CLASSPATH:/usr/lpp/db2/db2610/classes/db2sqljclasses.zip
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:/usr/lpp/db2/db2610/lib           
PATH=$PATH:/usr/lpp/db2/db2610/bin                                 
CLASSPATH=$CLASSPATH:/usr/lpp/ctg312/classes/ctgclient.jar         
CLASSPATH=$CLASSPATH:/usr/lpp/ctg312/classes/ctgserver.jar         
DFHJVSYSTEM_00=”CICS Description”                                  
LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:/usr/lpp/ctg312/bin                               
STEPLIB=$STEPLIB:CICSTS53.SDFHEXCI                                 
EXPORT JAVA_HOME ENV                                               
EXPORT LD_LIBRARY_PATH                                             
EXPORT PATH EDITOR PS1                                             
EXPORT CLASSPATH                                                   
EXPORT LIBPATH                                                     
EXPORT STEPLIB DFHJVSYSTEM_00                                      

FIGURE 8: PROFILE FOR THE CTG USER ID
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directory path that contains the code is in
‘/usr/lpp/db2. The PTF contains very good
instructions for installing the JDBC driver
and provides a “samples” directory in the
‘/usr/lpp/db2 directory. This directory con-
tains some Java code that you can copy to a
CLASSPATH directory and compile.

WEBSPHERE 3.5 CO-EXISTING
WITH CTG 3.1.0

When IBM released Version 3.5 of
WebSphere to take advantage of the new Java
2 technology they did not wait around for the
CTG development team. Consequently,
Version 3 of the CTG is not compatible with
Java 2. However, IBM is currently testing
Version 4.0 of the CTG for the Java 2 tech-
nology, which should be released sometime
third quarter. For customers who have
already upgraded to WebSphere 3.5 there is

a workaround to use the Version 3 CTG.
Although IBM does not currently have an
Informational APAR for setting this up,
there is a way to make it work. The trick is
to keep your old copy of the JDK in the
HFS file mounted and create a unique user
profile under which your CTG runs. Since
we run our CTG as a started task, we have
coded the .profile name inside the userid
associated with the started task. This change
is made within the security software. This
.profile contains the paths and the class-
paths that point to the JDK 1.1.8. There are
also some changes that need to be made to
the configuration file in WebSphere 3.5.
The first change is to add the ctgclient.jar
file and the ctgserver.jar file to the
“appserver.classpath” property found in the
was.conf file. Figure 8 is a sample of the
.profile that the CTG userid will point to.

SUMMARY

IBM’s WebSphere Application Server
provides the ability to run e-Business
applications from within the S/390 or z900
platform. It executes within the HTTP
Server and provides support for connecting
to existing Enterprise Information Systems
such as CICS, IMS and DB2.
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